Press Release, 8th January 2011

PETTER NORTHUG (NOR) SCORES AN IMPRESSIVE VICTORY
  IN VAL DI FIEMME
COLOGNA STILL LEADS THE 2011 TOUR DE SKI OVERALL


- Northug wins the 20k CT race, but Cologna seemes unreachable
- The Swiss still leads the Tour overall and aims for the Tour victory
- A moment of silence before the start in memory of Simona Senoner
- The Women’s race at 3.30pm today and the Final Climb tomorrow


Petter Northug of Norway takes victory in today’s 20 km CT in Val di Fiemme (Italy), leaving behind his biggest contender, Switzerland’s Dario Cologna, and Canada’s Devon Kershaw. After the 7th stage of the 2011 Tour de Ski, Dario Cologna keeps his Tour lead, followed by Northug (1:18 minutes behind) and Martin Jaks from Czech Republic (2:46 minutes behind). 
Northug was surely one of the favourites on the eve of today’s race. During the whole Tour he always showed great physical condition and strenghth, and so it was in Val di Fiemme this afternoon. 
According to the overall before today’s race, Cologna was the leader with 1:11 minutes advantage on Sweden’s Marcus Hellner and almost two minutes on Northug. The Norwegian therefore couldn’t but attack the whole time in the Italian Dolomites, trying to win as many bonus seconds as possible and close the gap with his contender. And so it happened. Northug was always present in front of the bunch on the ‘bonus line’, and in the end won a total of 90 seconds. However, Swiss Cologna never let him go and won 60 seconds, leaving just a few seconds to the Norwegian in the overall.
It was a tight race today, with nobody ever able to run away from the pack. Many skiers attempted to take the lead of the race, such as Sweden’s Rickardsson, or Hellner, France’s Jean Marc Gaillard, Italy’s Roland Clara and defending Tour de Ski champion Lukas Bauer from Czech Republic. But when the so-called bonus line was approaching at the end of each lap (six in the whole), both Northug and Cologna were jumping in the front, showing their impressive skills and technique.  
At the beginning of the last lap, Rickardsson attempted to run away from the pack, but Cologna and Northug never lost sight of the Swede, and entered the final chilometer side by side in the front. Northug still had the strenghth to win the last bonus seconds, and grab the victory. ‘I’m very satisfied about the race today’, said the Norwegian at the end of the race, ‘I got all the bonuses, and that was the plan. I knew that I needed as much time as possible for tomorrow’s race. The Final Climb is going to be very tough. I honestly don’t think I’ll be able to beat Cologna, but I’ll do my race and I’ll try to be in the firs three’.
In spite of always being second on the bonus line, Cologna still have over a minute advantage on Northug in the overall. ‘I had all under control today’, claimed Cologna on the finish. ‘Tomorrow I’ll do my best and I hope to have a big party on Cermis, of course with my fan club’.
Today’s race in Val di Fiemme opened up with a moment of silence in memory of the Italian ski jumper Simona Senoner, a talented 17 year-old athlete who tragically deceased last night in Germany before a Continental Cup race.
The Women’s 10k CT race is scheduled today at 3.30pm at the Cross Country stadium in Lago di Tesero, whilst the Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis will be on tomorrow at 12.30pm (Women) and 2.20pm (Men).
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 

 
Results Mass Start 20km Men
1) Northug Petter (NOR) 57.17.2; 2) Cologna Dario (SUI) +1.8; 3) Kershaw Devon (CAN) +2.2; 4) Jaks Martin (CZE) +2.6; 5) Harvey Alex (CAN) +2.9; 6) Clara Roland (ITA) +3.7; 7) Filbrich Jens (GER) +3.9; 8) Perl Curdin (SUI) +4.5; 9) Soedergren Anders (SWE) +4.7; 10) Rickardsson Daniel (SWE) +5.1


